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Background andain is

The ii:rton (",f the jit.oject. and the original formuktion of its aims
were he ivilyinfliienced by the uiticism on the content, oromization
And instructiona l meth( ds _of thy I radit idnal universit v,th0 ileCOM-

the eXHOLSi011" anti reached 1(5 peak during the-
"student revolts" in d Wik and 190. The preVailing SyVem forced
the student into, a'-rolc of lependenevand passive consumption,
it was maintained Iltoth by students and teachers. The ability to.,
reproduce factual hnowledge at written examinations almost com-
pletely determined the grade of the: student in spite of official de7.,
cla rations that stressed personal growth and highFr level cognitive
capacities as important object ives,of higher education. fir tradi-
I lona 1 teacher dominated inst rtkil ional methods were thought to,be
irnportant obstacles to the development of active and lasting con-
lactS between teachers and students and Petween students mutually.
Student psychiatrists reported a rapidly grnWing number of slu-
dents.i.vhoSe main problem was severe social isolation

4
The Swedish COmmission on University Education (I' Pt') working
during the, second half of the sixties discussed these problems mid
proposed a number of measures. .In poliev'report on instruc-
tion.11 methods published in 1970 the Commission suggested a
liystem of simervised student teams as a Supplement to regular in-
struction. The team system was thought to reduce a number of
fie- problems facing the new miss-tmiversitv.
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In the first project-plan of the so-called UIA-project (Swedish:
"universitetsstudier I arbetsgrupp"), written in 1971, the team-work
model of UPU was a central idea. The main purpose of the initial
phase of the project was to implement the team-model in an ordipary
instructional setting and to evaluate various effects of 'participation
in teams. The evaluation work was intended to take into consideration
both study results in a limited sense and effects on the students'
situation, both socially and individually.

The very close association to the outlines of a system of supervised
teams'formulated by UPU remained only for a short time of the pro-
ject, however. The initial experiment indicated that the regular
teacher-dominated lecturesystem and.work in supervised teams
demanded different study rythms and in part also different study
methods. The social dynamics developing within a small team work-
ing together forsome time stimulated the team membe4s to demand
that the-team activities should be something more and something
else than just a s\ibordinate complement tCregular instruction.
Both the supervis r and the team members found themselves faced
with a choice betw en two instructional systems.

The experiences of the initial experiment caused a change in the
focus of interest of the project. For the most part the roject has
been concerned with systems of instruction where acts ties in
supervised teams form the base and other types of inst ction such
as lectures are offered for introduction, coptext and ins irstion.

\

Design, execution and timetable ,1

The project extended over three academic years: 1971 - 1 74.

During 1971 and 1972 two experiments with university studies in
Supervised teams were carried out at the Al cdurse in Educition
at the uni,versity of Grfthenburg.

The first xperiment served mainly'as a planning study for the
main exp riment which was carried out during the 1972 autumfl term.

During 1973 a series of field experiments with work and mi
tion in"small groups were evaluated. These experiments were in,
spired by the VIA .experiments but were neither plann nor carried

'out within Ore project.

During-1973 and 1974 an inventory and analyils of reporter from ex.\
periments with supervised teams was made. The inventory con-
centrated on Swedish experiments, but also included an uneyetem-,
atic review of the international literature. The analysis of liters-
ture was reported as an invitation paper to a symposium On

.

"Methodological problems in experiments with supervised teams".
The symposiu which was. arranged by the Office of the Chancellor
of the Swedishoilaverslties was held in Slinga-tillby near Stockholm
in'Ociober 1974:

,f



The main experiment 1972

The main experiment, in the autumn' of 1972, consisted of tour
teams, each comprising eight students and two control groups each
comprising about thirty students: Participants for the teams and
one.of the control gimps were chosen at random at the beginning
of the term fiom among those who had signed up for working in
teams in ceinnection with registering for the course. The other
control group wasvchoien at ran dm from among students who in-
dicated flat they did not want to articipate in a team. Two teach-
ersers seived as tutors throughout he whole four month long course.

.

The team-model tested consistlid of scheduled tutor-led team meet-
.

ings, tutor-less team meeting) ; and participation in an introckictory
lecture in each of the five par of the course. The teacher-resource
spent on the teams was the sa e as the resource spent on the stu-
dents participating in regular. nstruction. This meant a consider-
ably smaller number of teachbr-contact forteam-members than (or
other students. During the main part of the experimeid there were
one or two scheduled tea% me tinge with the tutor each week. 4t
the start of each sub-course e tutocprovided the teams with se
number of problems and qu tions to facilitate their planning and
work. The questions were designed to stimulate co-operation and
an active, independent approach to the course material. The course
literature was fixed and ,the teams participated in the ordinary.
examinations. , p0

fiesUlt of the mein experiment

Evaluation data whiCh were collected Included: ordinary examina-
tions, a comprenbensive test given atike and o( ee term, tests
designed to meaatire study proficiency, three questionnaires given
at the beginning, middle and end of the tern) and the tutors' work-.
incnotes. No differences between teams and control groups were
found on the ordinary examinations, but on the, comprehensive test
the teams performed slightly better. Team members improved
their study/Proficiency during the term, which was not the case for
the contro,groups. The social benefits of the team model were im-
pressive,/Almost half of theteam members got new friends during
their wijnths in teams compered to only a few in the control groups
attendi g regular instruction. Some team members reported rather
.drastie positive Changes in their self-image. More team members
than *trot group members thou they had been *able to sign111-
cant0 influence their working sit son during the term.

,

Th analysis of the tutors' working notes antri(e questionnaires
in icated among other things a co5ifliot between an'examination
s stem with fixed written items and individually assigned grades
find a working model where one is striving for problem-oriented co-

/operation. In an education ;l system where students. because of the
/ nature of the examination system, lack every possibility to infrionce

the-direction and content of their studies and where the ',gemination
focuses solely on the performance of the individual student the flu-
dents are actually forced to defend themselves against the study
involvement governed by personal needs and Interests that often
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evolves after some time in a team. Analysis:of the team work pro-.
cess indicateci that the teams need training for co-operation. The
participants have to learn what should be done during team sessions
andwhat should be done by individual work. The tutor have an im-
portant task in helping the team to explore its potential teaching
resources. The first few team sessicks seem.to be very Impollant
for the later develOpment of the team work process. The tutors
must preVent the team from an early freezing in a destructive role -
structure and interaction pattern. In accordance with similar ex-
periments the UIA-experiment indicates that each team has to
develop its own unique style of work. The tutor therefore has to
function as a catalyst in the team process and not as a demonstrator
of the right working -model.

Inventory and analysis of other experiments with supervised
teams

After the main experiment an inventory and analysis of experiments
with supervised teams was carried out. Because of the ambition of
the project to,Oroduce results with direct applicability to university
instruction in Sweden. the inventory focussed on Swedish experi-
ments. Considerable pains were taken to cover recent experiments
in various disciplines as completely as possible. After long series
of letters, teleiihone calls and personal interviews a considerable

, number of rather informal experiments were found. The written
reports, where they existed at ali, were with few exceptions meagre
and incomplete. The major part of the experiments were in ignor-
ance or neglect of educational and social-psychological theory.
The motives fort testing study team models ranged from efforts to
increase the control of the students' independent work to ambitions
to increase the students' freedom to learn. The actual team models,
as they were implemented in regular courses, turned out to be con-
siderably more similar than the motives for designing the models.

Most experiments with supervised teams seem bo have brought to
attentidn problems of authority, responsibility and influence and
intensified discussions on the relation between the teachers' and
the students' roles in the instructional process. Teachers parti-
cipating as supervisors in most cases report better intellectual
and emotional relations to the students and increased personal
satisfaction. The price they have had to pay consists of a more
pronounced sense of responsibility for individual students and
more wotk between the instructional sessions.

\ Most experiments comprise so few weSks of study that the ex-
periencies reported should be regarded as reports about efforts
to change a traditional instructional pattern rather than reports
about supervised teams having had time and opportunity to develop
well-functioning models of work.

Evaluation of experiments with work and examination in teams
in training courses for future psychologists

During 1973 experiments with work and examination in teams were
initiated in two applied courses included in the basis training for



psychologists in GOteborg. The 'courses comprised six weeks each.
The aim of the experiments was to develop forma of examination
which make examination an integral part of the training program
and not just a final control. As a consequence of this standpoint
we tried to arrange examination forms which promoted problem
orientation and independent critical processing of the course
material. The teacher resou s available for the theoretical
parts of the courses were used oral group examination. Instead
of lectures the teams were suppli with questions, problems and
tasks for teacherless team-work. nly a few hours of tutoflpg were
offered.

'410
The design of the examination syst and the result of the evalua-
tion were summarized in the eval tion report in the following way.

"In one of the courses the e ination form consists of three parts
and covers a full day. 0 of the parts is a rather comprehensive
practical task which has to be planned, implemented and reported
during the examination day. In the other course the examination
form consists of oral reports and discussions of team-work on a
number of assigned problems of applied nature. Each team has to
report about their work in two sessions. The' teams are given
some freedom to choose tasks according to their interests."

The students participating in the experiments were invited to de-
scribe effects of the examination forms in a questionnaire com-
posed of both open and closed questions. The students unanimously
maintained that both of the examination forms tested led to better
knowledge, deeper insight, better co-operation, less competition,
better cohtact between students and teachers and more intense
involvement in work than conventional written examination.

In connection with the evaluation of the experiments with examina-
tion in teams a review of research on the effects of forms of
examination on learning strategies and study mehtods was Made.
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